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A B S T R A C T

The severe infection is becoming a significant health problem which threaten the lives of patients and the safety
and economy of society. In the way of finding new strategy, antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) - an important part of
host defense family, emerged with tremendous potential. Up to date, huge numbers of AMPs has been in-
vestigated from both natural and synthetic sources showing not only the ability to kill microbial pathogens but
also propose other benefits such as wound healing, anti-tumor, immune modulation. In this review, we describe
the involvements of AMPs in biological systems and discuss the opportunity in developing AMPs for clinical
applications. In the detail, their properties in antibacterial activity is followed by their application in some
infection diseases and cancer. The key discussions are the approaches to improve biological activities of AMPs
either by modifying chemical structure or incorporating into delivery systems. The new applications and per-
spectives for the future of AMPs would open the new era of their development.

1. Introduction

The antibiotic drug resistance and shortage of new antibacterial
drugs putted medical care at risk of severe infections. In the quest of
new antimicrobial strategies, antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have
showed a great potential. AMPs have been widely investigated in both
mechanisms of action and new therapeutic applications [1,2]. Most of
clinical study until now, are focusing on its antimicrobial properties and
the possible for topical administration. Nonetheless, many recent re-
ports suggested that AMPs also show promising characteristics for
wound recovery, anti-cancer, as well as new cosmetic ingredients
[3–5].

Though AMPs are potential in drug development they still have
several undesirable properties for clinical application. Natural peptides
are usually unstable in gastrointestinal track and other body fluids, poor

absorption and distribution while fast metabolic degradation and ex-
cretion, which result in low bioavailability [6,7]. Their flexible struc-
tures also may possibly induce interactions with unintended compo-
nents, which could result in undesirable side-effects. Furthermore,
according to the DRAMP Database, there are approximately 67%
known antimicrobial peptides from all sources and particularly 78%
from human source compose of more than 20 amino acid residues
[8–12], whereas many of them including several dominant residues [8]
(Fig. 1). This matter of length and composition make their preparation
challenging and costly.

To overcome these challenges, recently both chemical and bioen-
gineering strategies have been proposed to develop potent, selective
and metabolically stable peptide preparations with cheaper price and
less tendency to trigger undesired side-effects. These innovative tech-
niques together with new findings in biological roles make
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antimicrobial peptides become an emerging category for clinical ap-
plications [13–15]. In this review, the development of AMPs as ther-
apeutic agents is summarized in which their properties and applications
are discussed. Moreover, the delivery of them and the chemical mod-
ification are also introduced to pave the way of translating them to the
clinical practice.

2. AMPs as alternative of conventional antibiotics for infectious
diseases

As the World Health Organization (WHO) has widely announced in
its global report on surveillance, antimicrobial resistance in recent
decades has become one of the biggest threats to the global public
health, mostly because of the extensive use of classical antibiotics in
health care systems, animal production and in the community. If this
problem is not well-controlled, even common infections or minor in-
juries can be life-threatening. In fact, antimicrobial-resistant infections
cause at least 700,000 deaths each year globally including more than
23,000 in the USA and 175,000 in the EU [16]. Thus, using antibiotic
appropriately is not enough to keep up with the resistant bacteria.
Therefore, it is urgent need to develop new alternative antibiotics.
Human body produces AMPs as the part of the innate immune response
to prevent bacteria infection and/or inhibit the growth of micro-
organisms, which can be promising candidates for that purpose since
they possess many advantages.

2.1. Rapid and broad-spectrum antibacterial activity

AMPs showed broad antimicrobial spectrum against both classes of
bacteria (Gram-negative and Gram-positive species). They exhibited the
direct action through either perturbation of bacteria membrane or in-
hibition of intracellular functions. Generally, the positive charge of
AMPs was considered to be a critical factor for the selectively interac-
tion to the anionic bacteria membrane instead of the human zwitter-
ionic membrane while the hydrophobic part is important for the ef-
fective interaction with the hydrophobic interior of bacteria cell
membrane [17–19]. After reaching a certain threshold concentration,
AMPs can induces pore formation and also disrupt membrane of bac-
teria organelles when it goes inside the cell. A variety of disrupted
models includes barrel-stave, carpet-stave, toroidal or disordered tor-
oidal pores [2,20,21]. Moreover, many AMPs are also reported to in-
hibit protein and nucleic acid synthesis, block enzyme activities or in-
duce apoptosis-like death through generating reactive oxygen species
(ROS) such as NK-18 [22], buferin II [23], lactoferricin B [24], re-
spectively.

Besides, the rapid antimicrobial action of AMPs was also widely
known [25–27]. For examples, an antimicrobial peptide mBjAMP1 can

completely kill the Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus (S.
aureus) within 30 min and the Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli
(E. coli) within 3 h [28]; Another antimicrobial peptide PaDBS1R1 at
6.25 μM even kill all of the S. aureus after 30 min and E. coli after 5 min
[29]; In a more extensive investigation, an antimicrobial peptide iso-
lated from chicken (CHAP) exhibited potent and fast activity against 19
strains of bacteria including drug-resistant strains as CHAP showed
50–94% of its inhibition activity to almost all the tested bacteria species
after only 30 min [30].

2.2. Indirect activity

In addition to inducing cell death directly, AMPs modulated the host
immune defense system to clear infection, which includes promoting
inflammation through enhancement of nucleic acid recognition and
activation of immunocytes [31,32]. Interestingly, AMPs can also pre-
vent the strong inflammation by neutralizing Pathogen-Associated
Molecular Patterns (PAMPs), which mainly includes the endotoxin li-
popolysaccharides (LPS) and lipoteichoic acid (LTA) [31,33,34].

2.3. Antiviral, antifungal and antiprotozoal activities

AMPs exhibited their antiviral activity via several mechanisms, for
examples, binding to the negatively charged heparan sulfate in viral
surface to prevent viral docking [35,36], interacting directly with viral
envelope to induce disruption or in some cases inhibiting viral gene
expression [37]{Sinha, 2003 #174}. Thus AMPs can be an potential
therapeutic option for the treatment of life-threatening viral infection,
such as COVID-19 [38], MERS-CoV [39], vaccinia virus [40].

Regarding to fungi and yeast cells, AMPs in the most common mode
of action demonstrated selective activity by inducing perturbation of
their negatively charged membranes [41]. Furthermore, several specific
intracellular mechanisms have been proposed, for examples DNA da-
mage of Dermaseptin S3 and Magainin 2 MAG-2 [42] or targeting en-
ergized mitochondrion in the case of human basic salivary anti-
microbial peptide Histatin 5 [43].

The antiprotozoal property also mostly involve the membrane in-
teraction event, which results in the modification of membrane fluidity
or disruption [44,45]. Besides, there are some other mechanisms in-
clude intracellular targets, such as inducing necrotic and apoptotic-like
processes, inhibiting mitochondrial ATP synthesis or causing bioener-
getics exhaustion [46]. Moreover, some AMPs interestingly showed the
ability to interact selectively with infected enthythrocytes over host cell
[47–49]. Therefore, AMPs represented a new class of peptide inhibitors
that can possibly not only block the attachment and entry of human
pathogenic protozoa and viruses but also prevent their growth and re-
plication in the host cells.

Fig. 1. Distribution of AMPs by length of sequence according to the DRAMP Database. (A) The number of AMPs categorized by length of sequence, Percentage of
AMPs in (B) human, (C) all source.
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2.4. Anti-biofilm activity

Many bacterial species form biofilms to become significantly more
resistant to conventional antibiotics [50]. Recently, biofilm inhibitory
property of AMPs has been widely reported, for examples, IDR-1018
displayed broad spectrum anti-biofilm activity by targeting an im-
portant signal in biofilm development, which is bacterial guanosine
pentaphosphate (p)ppGpp [51]. Besides, the human antimicrobial
peptide LL- 37 prevents biofilm by influencing the downregulation of
crucial genes for biofilm, inhibiting initial bacteria attachment and
stimulating twitching motility [52]. Regarding biofilm formation on the
surface of PMMA bone cement by several species of bacteria such as
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Staphylococcus epi-
dermidis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichia coli, antimicrobial
peptides and antibiotics showed comparable in antibiofilm activity
[53].

2.5. Lower risk of antimicrobial resistance

Since AMPs possessing various functions in killing microbes, the
possibility of antimicrobial species to develop resistance is limited
[2,54]. Furthermore, the direct antimicrobial action may be affected by
some resistant bacteria but the inflammatory properties are unaffected.
Recently, a systematic study suggested very low resistance level of
AMPs by point mutations and gene amplification while antibiotic-re-
sistant bacteria did not exhibit cross-resistance to AMPs [55]. In fact,
AMPs have been existing for thousands of years as an important com-
ponent in the host defense systems of human and other creatures
[56,57].

2.6. Low propensity to develop toxicity

Along with high selectivity, many reports suggested that AMPs have
low propensity to induce toxicity when administrated in both topical
and parenteral routes [13,58–61]. In fact, none of publications until
now reported any severe undesirable effects in animals treated with
AMPs. One of the big problems of conventional antibiotics that makes
the outcome of infection worsen is the release of pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs), which can cause septic shock as reported
in ciprofloxacin [62,63]. Some AMPs, however, were even reported to
prevent the endotoxin-induced sepsis in both in vitro and in mouse
model [64].

3. Applications of AMPs in some infectious diseases

3.1. Wound healing and skin infections

Our skin is the first barrier that constantly exposed to various pa-
thogens. Therefore, it is not surprised that Skin and Soft Tissue
Infections (SSTIs) rank among the most common microbial infections in
human [65]. Nonetheless, the therapy for SSTIs and wound treatment is
challenged by the emerging of antibiotic resistance. Thus, AMPs and
their derivatives can serve as new therapeutic option. In fact, AMPs
were produced by both skin microbiota and keratinocyte as an im-
portant part of defense line against invasive infectious agents.

Since skin pathogens not only include just bacteria species but also
virus, fungi and protozoa, AMPs with such a broad-spectrum can be
more useful compared to traditional antibiotics. Furthermore, due to its
low ability to permeable into blood stream, AMPs preparations have the
benefit of high concentration at target side for topical administration.
Especially in wounds, AMPs not only prevent pathogen proliferation
and biofilm development in lesional skin but also promote wound
healing through modulating the cell migration, chemotaxis, cytokine
release and angiogenesis [54,66]. Thus, these beneficial effects suggest
AMPs as potential source for the treatment of both infective and non-
infective wounds [3,67,68].

In fact, most of peptide-related antibiotics approved by FDA until
now for infected skin indication are in topical application, for examples
Tyrothricin, Bacitracin and Gramicidin [69] while many are currently
in clinical trial phases, such as LL37 for hard-to-heal venous leg ulcers,
omiganan for treatment of rosacea and severe inflammatory acne vul-
garis or pexiganan cream for diabetic foot infection [54].

3.2. Respiratory diseases

According to the WHO, lower respiratory infection in 2016 became
the fourth worldwide leading cause of death and the first in low-income
country. Together with pneumonia and bronchitis, infections in lower
respiratory tract also markedly contribute to chronic inflammatory lung
disorders such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cystic
fibrosis (CF), and asthma [70]. However, antibiotic treatment - the most
effective medical intervention is facing a growing problem of microbial
resistance.

In our respiratory system, AMPs were produced by neutrophils
airway epithelial cells to prevent the continuous exposure to various
inhaled pathogens. The roles of AMPs are shown through the broad-
spectrum antimicrobial activity including multidrug resistant (MDR)
bacteria and those present in biofilms as well as the indirect activities in
shaping the lung immune response and improving wound healing by
promoting angiogenesis and inducing airway epithelial cell repair. In
fact, the serum level of human cathelicidin antimicrobial peptide LL-37
in bacterial lung infected patients was reported to be significantly
higher than that of healthy volunteers [71].

In the opposite side, the lack of AMPs could seriously weaken the
protection ability. In mice, the deficiency of cathelin-related anti-
microbial peptides (CRAMP) leads to the consequence of more sensitive
to bacterial pneumonia infection. Some in vivo studies also provided the
role of human LL-37 and murine CRAMP in host defense to prevent
influenza A respiratory viral infection. Moreover, vitamin D deficiency
could result in low LL-37 expression may increase tuberculosis infec-
tions susceptibility. Therefore, besides the therapy that enhances local
production, there are two possible ways for using AMPs in respiratory
infection, which is direct application and AMPs – surfactant combina-
tion to improve local conditions. Recently, amphibian antimicrobial
peptide Esculentin (1−21) with potent activity on both planktonic and
biofilm form of Pseudomonas aeruginosa exerted the ability to prolong
survival of mouse models with pulmonary infection [72]. Moreover, the
direct application of the antimicrobial peptide D-BMAP18 showed po-
sitive in vitro result, however, the peptide lost its potency in a murine
lung infection model of Pseudomonas aeruginosa though showing re-
sistance to pulmonary proteases [73]. Another potential treatment
therapy is the combination of conventional surfactant with AMPs.
Following this strategy, several publications have reported the impact
of different types of surfactants on the structure, activity and toxicity of
AMPs [74–76]. Recently, bovine lipid extract surfactant (BLES) – a
surfactant compound was supplemented with antimicrobial peptides
CATH-2, however, though showing promising in vitro activity, this
combination failed to show bactericidal activity in vivo [77,78].

3.3. Eyes diseases

Microbial keratitis has several challenges for treatment, which in
fact is the most common cause of corneal blindness in the world.
However, the efficacy of conventional antibiotics is rapidly reducing
due to the involvement of microbial resistance. Keratitis is frequently
poly-microbial with bacterial infections in combination with fungal,
parasitic or both, which licensed drugs for those two are few and far
between. Thus, AMPs have the potential ability to answers to almost all
the challenges listed. Furthermore, AMPs are also proven to induce
corneal wound healing in eyes [78,79].

In addition to the consequence of blindness after cornea infections,
another serious problem is the limitation of donor human corneas for
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transplant surgery. Such AMPs can be alternatives to antibiotics with
potent killing efficacy and immunomodulatory property. Moreover,
earlier control of infection will have a huge impact on eye banks and
engineered corneas development.

Besides some accepted by FDA like Bacitracin, Gramicidin or
Polymyxin E (Colistin), many other AMPs are still being developed. For
examples, a topical eye drops formulation containing LyeTxI-b recently
has showed effective in the treatment of keratitis with resistant bac-
terial while no signs of ocular toxicity found. In more details, LyeTxI-b
could eliminate bacteria and reduce both inflammatory cellular activity
and biofilm viability in the eyes [80]. In development of artificial
corneal skirt, the corneas with AMP-immobilized Titan (via a cross-
linker – polydopamine) compared to those with unprotected Titan im-
plants, showed lower incidence and lesser extent of bacterial infection
[81].

Furthermore, the combination of a certain AMP with other anti-
biotics, ophthalmic corticosteroids or AMPs also holds promise in
dealing with wide range of eyes problems to enhance the effectiveness
of treatment while reducing the dose required. Such a proper combi-
nations can help limit the toxicity of both antibiotics and corticoster-
oids, which can cause ocular surface damage and more scarring itself
[82].

3.4. Gastrointestinal diseases

3.4.1. Stomach infection by Helicobacter pylori
Helicobacter pylori (or H. pylori) causes the most morbidity and

prevalence of chronic infection in the human stomach [83]. This Gram-
negative bacterium specifically hijacks immune responses including
evading the host defense shield and selectively compromising AMPs
production to allow colonization [84–87]. Moreover, H. pylori can also
promote (hepatic) malignancy both inside and outside of the gastro-
intestinal (GI) tract, even if it translocates across the intestinal barrier
or not [88].

In fact, the resistance problem of H. pylori to antibiotics such as
clarithromycin, amoxicillin or metronidazole is well-documented,
especially in developing world including Africa [89,90]. Nonetheless,
the drug-resistance emergence, the cost as well as the side effects of
conventional antibiotics and proton-pump inhibitors on intestinal track
give chance to develop AMPs as alternative therapy. Since AMPs are
usually highly susceptible to intestinal enzymes and hardly absorbed
through GI tract, the main advantages of its application include mini-
mizing the adverse effect on systemic or intestinal microbiota compo-
sition. Furthermore, changing properties of membrane components to
avoid interaction of AMPs could lead to the consequence of failing to
colonize in the highly acidic stomach environment. Recently, more than
22 AMPs with positively charge and mostly having alpha-helical
structure were demonstrated to show anti-H. pylori properties in vitro
[91]. However, to be success in vivo, the essential requirements of AMPs
applications includes having long duration staying in stomach while
being relatively stable and remaining their antimicrobial potency in
gastric environment. An example is a antimicrobial peptide TP4 dis-
played potent antimicrobial activity against H. pylori strains both in
vitro and in vivo while high doses did not cause any detected toxicity in
mice or rabbits [92]. In addition, Zhang and colleagues suggested that
manganin was also a potent antimicrobial peptides against H. pylori and
it became more effective when administrated in the nanoparticles form
[93].

3.4.2. Intestinal infection
Human intestines are frequently exposed to the threats of various

pathogenic microorganisms. Thus, along with enzymes and friendly
bacteria, AMPs are commonly produced in intestinal mucosa as an
important part of intestinal barriers. Therefore, the balance between
intestinal microbes and host AMPs keeps the intestinal tract healthy
[94].

Recently, some studies suggest that disruption of the gut microbiota
by regular antibiotic treatment can weaken mucosal barrier and lead to
invade of pathogens and intestinal inflammation [95]. Moreover, an-
tibiotic administered in early life may cause long-term consequences on
immune response as well as metabolic homeostasis and gut microbiota
composition [96,97]. Those problems together with the widespread
problem of bacterial resistance lead to an urgent need for more effective
and safe antimicrobial agents.

Several efforts for antimicrobial peptide development are in pro-
gress, for instance, coprisin – an natural peptide derived from Korean
dung beetle were demonstrated to prevent inflammation as well as
mucosal damage in Clostridium difficile infection [98]. Besides, cathe-
licidin-WA was introduced to inhibit inflammation while enhance in-
testinal barrier function in weaned piglets and mice, which open a
potential therapy for the treatment of diarrhea and other intestinal
diseases [16].

It should be noted that one of the big challenges for oral application
is the low stability of AMPs in gastric acid and various protease in
gastrointestinal system. However, it could be solved by many strategies,
such as chemical modifications including non-natural amino acids in-
corporation, cyclic peptides or pseudo-peptides [99]; nano delivery
systems [100,101] or AMP-antibiotic combinations [102]. Further-
more, AMPs can also be delivered to the site of intestinal infection by
engineering the probiotic bacteria [103].

3.5. Bone and joint infection

Bone infections (also called osteomyelitis) can lead to many con-
sequences such as protracted infected lesions, necrotic bone formation,
implant loosening and surgical failure, which usually prolong and re-
quire and enormous treatment efforts [104]. As over 1.5 million total
hip and knee replacement (TKR) procedures performed annually in the
United States, bone infection became the most severe and devastating
risk related to orthopedic implants [105,106]. Furthermore, the annual
treatment cost in the US for prosthetic joint infection is estimated to
exceed $1.62 billion by 2020 [107]. Regarding to all orthopedic sub-
specialties, the incidences of infection range from 0.1% to 30% with a
cost of $17,000–$150,000 per patient as reported by the 2018 Inter-
national Consensus Meeting on Musculoskeletal Infection [108].

In fact, local or systemic antibiotics are popular for removal surgery
and the treatment of bone-related infections [109–111]. Nonetheless, it
not only results in increased emergence of antibiotic resistance [111]
but also induces osteolysis, for instance, gentamicin inhibits osteoblast
viability or vancomycin prevents osteoblast proliferation at certain
concentrations [112]. Thus, the discovery of new antimicrobial agents
to cure infection while improves or at least be harmless to osseointe-
gration should be clinically significant. Therefore, antimicrobial pep-
tides are potential for joint and bone infection treatment, which is
commonly complicated because of the resistance to the classical anti-
biotics and the formation of bacteria biofilm.

Bormann et al. reported high antimicrobial potency of some AMPs
against bacteria both incorporated in a biofilm or internalized into cells
with no harm to human osteoblasts [113]. Furthermore, Hui Li et al.
demonstrated that KR-12 - a fragment of human antimicrobial peptide
cathelicidin LL-37 improves the osteogenic differentiation of human
bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells via stimulating BMP/SMAD sig-
naling [114]. Interestingly, Pavel Melicherˇcík et al. reported that some
antimicrobial peptides had lower minimum inhibitory concentrations
(MICs) value than the two traditional antibiotics vancomycin and
gentamincin but was found to be significantly more effective than those
antibiotics when separately loaded into the calcium phosphate cement.
Moreover, AMP-loaded poly(methyl methacrylate)-based bone cement
can also prevent microbial adhesion as well as subsequent formation of
biofilm on their surface as compared to vancomycin and control loaded
cement [60].

Regarding toxicity, Pavel and colleagues suggested no signs of local
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or systemic side effects in laboratory rats has found since their infected
femurs were treated with antimicrobial peptide [59]. Although these
studies demonstrated the multiple benefits of AMPs for bone and im-
plant-related infections, still there are several issues needed to examine,
including the permeability of AMPs into the surrounding bone tissues;
the stability and efficacy of AMPs in bone environment as well as car-
rier materials; the long-term effect on osteoblast proliferation.

3.6. Oral diseases

Antimicrobial peptides produced by gingival epithelial cells con-
tribute the first line of defense system against wide range of oral pa-
thogens. The importance of AMPs were reported in many reports such
as type 1 diabetes patients having single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in genes encoding HBD-1 are associated with high rates of
Candida albicans carriage [115]. Moreover, patients with deficient ca-
thelicidin peptide (LL-37) and human neutrophil peptides generally
experience oral infections and periodontitis (severe periodontal dis-
eases) [116]. The concentrations of human neutrophil peptides 1 to 3 in
children saliva without caries are much higher than those with caries
[115]. These interesting findings suggest that normal amount of anti-
microbial peptide concentrations can control the growth of oral bac-
teria and fungi, thus preventing caries and other types of infections.

Dental caries (also known as tooth decay or cavities) is one of the
most common global chronic diseases [117]. Several therapies have
been developed for preventing tooth decay, however, all current anti-
caries approaches have their disadvantages. For instance, sodium
fluoride toothpaste - the most popular one is nonselective intervention
[118]. Silver diamine fluoride (SDF) option is simple, non-invasive with
inexpensive equipment and low risk of spreading infection. However,
SDF treatment is not a complete therapy for caries risk and its draw-
backs include unpleasant metallic taste, mucosal and gingival irritation
as well as the black staining of the tooth surfaces [119].

Most of cavities are caused by Streptococcus mutans, a Gram-positive
bacteria produces lactic acid that responsible to reduce the micro-
environment pH, which leading to teeth damage through the erosion of
enamel. For the treatment strategy, C16G2 - a Specifically Targeted
Antimicrobial Peptide (STAMP) have demonstrated to be effective in
preventing S.mutans while showing no side effect to other non-
cariogenic oral streptococci and human host cells. In fact, C16G2 is
currently in phase II clinical study for mouth wash, which encourage
the attempts to develop novel selective cariogenic inhibitors for tooth
decay control [120,121]. Besides, pH-responsive antimicrobial peptides
is another great approach could be considered [122,123].

Oral mucositis and candidiasis are common complications in pa-
tients receiving chemotherapy and radiation treatment. Lesions of oral
infection are not only painful, significantly affect nutritional support as
well as oral hygiene but also increase risk of local and systemic infec-
tion [124]. In fact, there is no drug approved by FDA for preventing or
treating radiation and chemotherapy-related oral mucositis. A topical
antimicrobial peptide called Iseganan originally showed promising in
reducing mucositis symptoms but failed to show efficacy at phase III
clinical study [125,126].

Oral candiasis frequently caused by Candida albicans fungus can be a
serious problem for those wearing dentures [127] or with a weakened
immune system, for examples children, elderly people and patients
taking steroids, radiation treatment, having AIDS or having type 1
diabetes [128–130]. Since oral antifungal drugs have many possible
undesirable side effects including mouth irritation, diarrhea, nausea or
even more serious such as irregular heart rhythm, live failure, etc., to-
pical application of AMPs holds great opportunities as novel oral dis-
eases treatment. Until now, the mouth rinse product containing anti-
microbial peptide PAC113 from Pacgen Biopharmaceuticals just passed
phase II clinical trial for the treatment of oral candidiasis in HIV pa-
tients [126,131].

4. AMPs – a new potential candidate for cancer treatment

Structurally, cancer and normal cells are distinguished by a number
of differences including greater negative charge membrane of malig-
nant cells due to presenting anionic molecules like phospholipid
phosphatidylserine (PS), O-glycosylated mucins, sialylated gangliosides
and heparin sulfate. Moreover, the cancer cell membranes are more
fluid than common mammalian cells. Those featured trait opens a big
window for anticancer peptides can selectively and effectively act on
tumor cell membranes resulting in rapid disruption, pore formation, ion
channel modification and permeation [132]. Despite of the diversity of
tertiary structures such as α-helical, β-sheet or combination, most of
anticancer peptides share a couples of common properties including
positively charged, amphipathic structure [133]. The interaction of
cationic anticancer peptides and certain lipids like plasma membrane
phospholipid phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate is reported to ex-
plain the mechanism behind the selective anti-cancer therapy of Na-
D1—isolated from the ornamental tobacco Nicotiana alata. This binding
quickly induces blebbing of tumor cells which causes the death after-
ward [134]. Polybia-MP1 was also well studied for the interaction with
PS on the membrane and PS was found to impact on the lytic properties
of MP1 [135]. In another study, it is suggested that MP1 could form the
pore on the cell membrane by the support of combination of PS and
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) lipids [136] which have a mutual re-
lationship and together alter the membrane of cancer cells [137]. The
investigation of AMP and cell membrane are supported effectively by
studying the interaction between AMP and artificial lipid bilayers ve-
sicles with variety of lipid compositions. Those studies suggested a lot
of insights the real scenarios to develop AMPs as anticancer agents
[138–140].

On the other way of approach, AMPs are able to internalize the cells
and interact with intracellular compartments such as mitochondria and
induce cell apoptosis [141]. Peptide m2386 from a lactic acid bac-
terium Lactobacillus casei ATCC334, induced the expression of Fas and
TRAILR1 death receptors on the cell surface of treated SW480 cells and
also kill cancer cells via the programmed cell death pathway [142]. The
apoptosis was also enhanced in cancer cells after exposure to Para-
sporin, a non-insecticidal crystalline protein of Bacillus thuringiensis
[143], Hexokinase II - derived cell-penetrating peptide [144] and more.

LTX-315 - a cationic antimicrobial peptide with oncolytic properties
is even found to not only kill the cancer cells but also reprogram the
tumor microenvironment with a decrease of immunosuppressive Tregs
and myeloid-derived suppressor cells and increase frequency of poly-
functional T helper type 1/type 1 cytotoxic T cells which is very pro-
mising for anti-cancer immunotherapy [145]. Immunotherapy for
cancer treatment is getting closer to the clinical practice in which AMPs
are also gaining their role as an important component of evolutionary
biology [146,147].

5. Approaches to improve biological activities of AMPs

5.1. Chemical approaches

5.1.1. Common structural requirements of AMPs
The feature of an AMPs is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The most common

conformation of AMPs is alpha helix structure [18,56], which is stabi-
lized by three mains factors: the hydrogen bonding interaction be-
tween > N-H and > C=O, the hydrophobic interactions and the
electrostatic interaction from the side chains. In fact, most anti-
microbial peptides form a random coil structure in aqueous solutions
but turn into an alpha helical conformation in membrane mimicking
solutions, positioning the hydrophobic residues on one side of the helix
and hydrophilic residues on the other side. Several wide-known anti-
microbial peptides possessing alpha-helical structure including LL37,
Esculentin-2, Magainins, Polybia-MP1 [8,13,56,148]. Beta sheet is
characterized by the presence of an antiparallel beta-sheet, mostly
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stabilized by disulfide bonds. Some β-sheet antimicrobial peptides:
Tachyplesins, Protegrins, Bactenecin [9,149,150]. Linear/extended
peptides lack classical secondary structures, generally due to their high
content of proline and/or glycine [151–153]. In fact, natural AMPs can
have more than one type of secondary structure, for example Human
beta defensins (HBDs) contain a combination of alpha helices and β-
sheet [12,56,57].

As the most common reported mechanism of actions of AMPs is
membrane-lysis, the peptide sequences need to be long enough to span
or insert into the hydrophobic layer of the membrane. Moreover, the
lengths of AMPs are also important to maintain the required con-
formation and generally longer chain is better for forming secondary
structure. Nonetheless, long sequence also means there are a certain
percentage of dominant residues and higher cost of production. In fact,
some studies suggested that the derived short version of many natural
AMPs can have more potent antimicrobial activity while showing lower
hemolysis effect [154–157].

Positively charge is a common property of AMPs provided by ca-
tionic amino acids such as Lysine, Arginine or the amino group at N-
terminus, which also is a component of the hydrophilicity part in AMPs
[158,159]. The net positive charge and the distribution of charged re-
sidues is important for the initial binding step as well as the selectivity
with the negatively charged membrane of bacteria species [160], thus,
too high cationic density can cause the reversed effects: less potent
antimicrobial activity but more hemolytic activity [161]. In fact, most
of the natural AMPs have the net charge from +2 to +10 [9] and some
studies suggested the optimal net charge should depend on the length of
sequence [162–164].

Hydrophobicity is crucial for the interaction with the hydrophobic
layer in bacteria membrane. Therefore, too low may result in weak
bacteria membrane interaction and less permeability effect, however,
highly hydrophobicity can induce hemolysis - one of the most common
side effect [165,166]. Thus, the percentage of hydrophobic residues is
normally in the range of 40–60%. Furthermore, the higher hydro-
philicity of AMPs can help reduce the hemolytic activities, however it
may prevent the hydrophobic interaction with bacteria membranes. In
fact, the killing activity and safety of AMPs depends on the balance
hydrophobicity-hydrophilicity, especially to Gram negative species
with thick and more complicated membrane components than Gram
positive species. The optimal ratio between the two properties (hy-
drophobicity and hydrophilicity) can maximize the antimicrobial ben-
efit while minimize the adverse side effect on human red blood cells
[161].

There are several amino acids that have been extensively studied
due to its striking impact on the structure or activity of antimicrobial
peptides. Proline and Glycine provides more flexibility for the peptide
structure, which can help induce the hemolytic activity [151,163].
Tryptophan (W) is demonstrated to facilitate the interaction with bac-
teria membrane when it was put in the interface between hydrophobic
face and hydrophilic face of the amphipathic helices [151,161,167].
Cysteine - an amino acid contains sulfur in its side chain which is
strongly reactive. It could easily be oxidized to form a dimer, therefore
generating a disulfide bond between two cysteines. These disulfide
bridges are strongly hydrophobic and important for the structures of
many natural antimicrobial peptides [168,169]. It also can improve the
resistance toward proteolytic degradation [170].

5.1.2. Chemical modifications
5.1.2.1. D-enantiomer. Linear peptides are often suffered from the
protease degradation which is secreted by human, bacteria or fungi.
Therefore, the most advantage of using D-amino acids is to significantly
improve peptide stability against protease digestion, which can increase
the retention of antimicrobial activity. Thus, in some cases, it promoted
the MICs [171,172]. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the cost of
production is major disadvantages of this strategy. This type of
modification is illustrated in the top of Fig. 3.

5.1.2.2. Modification of side-chain length. Modify the length of side-
chain is another common strategy for cationic residues that improves
the susceptibility to proteolysis, especially against trypsin digestion
[173,174]. However, in term of the antimicrobial activity, this type of
modification seem not to influence much on the potency [175].
Examples of Lysine and Arginine and their analogs having different
side-chain lengths are shown in the middle of Fig. 3.

5.1.2.3. N-methylation residues. Though this strategy can help enhance
the stability against protease and slightly increase hydrophobicity, their
application on antimicrobial peptides until now still rare [176].

5.1.2.4. Bulky residues. Incorporation of non-genetically coded amino
acids opens the opportunity for the development of extremely short
active peptides with improved pharmaceutical properties [177,178].
Examples are displayed in the bottom of Fig. 3.

5.1.2.5. Terminal capping. Usually, the acetylation of N-terminal would
increase the helical content and peptide stability, however, it also
reduces the total net positive charge of AMPs. Therefore, though this
modification showed effect on higher perturbation in the case of
mastoparan-like peptide [179], it is not always good for biological
activity as demonstrated in the case of stapled peptides [161,180].
Regarding C-terminal, amidation of its carboxyl group was proven to be
a good strategy to prevent metabolic degradation and improve
antimicrobial potency [6,181–183].

5.1.2.6. Cross-link containing peptides. Crosslinks are generally used for
making macrocyclic peptides or stabilizing peptide secondary
structures. Peptide cyclization with limited conformational flexibility
not only provides large surface area, which could enhance membrane-
binding affinity but also prevents protease degradation. Until now,
there are three common types of cross-linking construction: All-
hydrocarbon stapling system [184,185], disulfide bonds and its
modification [186–189] and lactam-bridge [190–192] (Fig. 4).
Among them, thiol and disulfide groups are usually highly chemically
reactive which makes it sensitive to oxidation and aggregation [193]
while lactam-bridge strategy is not stable to metabolic degradation
[194]. Recently, all-hydrocarbon stapling system has been attracting
lots of attentions since it has introduced to effectively stabilize the
alpha-helical structure and serve as a part of hydrophobic component.
This strategy can improve the antimicrobial activity, stability against

Fig. 2. Several structural aspects in antimicrobial peptides (AMPs).
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Fig. 3. Examples of chemical strategy in generating non-canonical amino acids.
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Fig. 4. Examples of cyclization systems. (A) Disulfide bonds and its mimics, (B) Lactam bridges, (C) All-hydrocarbon stapling systems.

Fig. 5. Some pseudo-peptide structures for development of antimicrobial agents.
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trypsin while the undesirable side effect on human red blood cells could
be manipulated by sequence modifications [162,185,195]. In more
details, this system contains alpha-methyl, alpha-n-alkenyl amino acids
and then the macrocyclic hydrocarbon cross-link was formed by
ruthenium-mediated ring-closing metathesis (RCM) on the resin-
bound [196].

5.1.2.7. Pseudo-peptides. Peptidomimetics generally mimic the
structure, activity and selectivity of antimicrobial peptides while
improves plasma half-life. The most popular pseudo-peptide forms in
this category is peptoids and beta-peptide [197–201] (Fig. 5). Another
promising approach in peptidomimetics is merged structures of native
peptides and pseudo-peptides which results in hybrid structures
[202,203].

5.2. Delivery systems

The potential of AMP triggers a huge attention, biologically.
However, the way to bring those AMPs from bench to bed still requires
much more effort, firstly, how drugs are administered to patients. In
general, AMPs like other peptides are undergone a couple of challenges
including low permeability due to large molecular size, short residence
time at the absorption site and quick degradation due to variety of
enzymes or body fluids [204]. In the context of this section, we discuss
about the obstacles by individual administration routes and respective
solutions, up to date, to enhance the bioavailability of AMPs.

5.2.1. Systemic absorption
5.2.1.1. Transdermal delivery. Developed since long time ago,
transdermal benefits patients by the painless administration, ease of
termination, also the sustained release, and avoidance of first-pass
metabolism regarding the substance [205]. However, being as the first
and most important barrier to protect body, human skin turns out to be
the challenges for this administration route. The outmost layer of the
skin -stratum corneum consisting of non-living cells, corneocytes and
multiple lipid bilayers restricts the diffusion of drugs. Following that,
before being absorpt to blood circulation, the drugs need to overcome
the difficulties in epidermis - the layer lacking blood vessels, as well
[206]. The approaches to advance transdermal administration are
divided into two categories: enhancing drug diffusion through the
intact skin and physically disrupt and bypass the barrier [207].

5.2.1.2. Oral delivery. Oral delivery offers patients the most convenient
in usage, thus being the most widely used route. The development of
delivery technology is able to facilitate the oral administration of AMPs,
but it still needs to be improved to overcome challenges. Firstly, AMPs
are the big molecules which restrains them being transported across the
GI tract walls [204]. Another practical barrier is the intestinal mucus,
above the intestinal epithelial, containing the glycosylated proteins
forming a steric shield to limit molecular diffusion or epithelium
interaction of biologics [208]. Last but not least, the assemblage of
bile salts, gastric acids and proteases at different stages even can
degrade or structurally disturb biologics resulting in eliminating their
function before the absorption [209]. To address those difficulties, the
advantages of delivery technology are able to control over dissolution
rate, residence time; preserve molecules from chemical hazards;
enhance the absorbance using absorption and permeation enhancers
[205]. A couple of advanced systems is also developed such as
nanoparticles, hydrogels, mucoadhesive matrixes [210]. On the other
hand, medical device types like microneedles or intestinal patches offer
biologics ability to bypass those challenges [211,212].

5.2.1.3. Inhalation delivery. The large surface area and widely
distributed vascularization in the lungs offer a rapid systemic
absorption for biologics via inhalation route. In order to reach to the
lung, the formulations should be delivered deep into lung which

required a crucial optimization of size, density, shape and other
physical properties [213]. Following by that, the biologics will
interact with pulmonary surfactant containing lipid and protein
secreted by type II alveolar cells. In addition, the presence of
enzymes and mucus layer also can dampen out the biologics resulting
in limited absorption [214]. A couple of strategies could be approached
including mucopenetrative, mucoadhensive methods permeation
enhancers, cell-penetrating peptides or improving particles properties
[215].

5.2.1.4. Subcutaneous delivery. Still maintaining a high bioavailability
of substance but improving the acceptance and compliance of patients
comparing to intravenous route, subcutaneous delivery is attracting the
attention in biological delivery system development. The main
challenge of this administration route is penetrating through
extracellular matrix where physiological components like protein,
antibody, immune cells may interact and aggregated active
molecules. This way of drug administration is also limited by the
injected volume [216]. The development of polymeric particles
advances the delivery by controlling release, physically separating the
biologic from the subcutaneous microenvironment and improved
dispersion using hyaluronidases. The other stimuli-responsive like
glucose, pH or target systems also improve the diffusion and
absorption of biologics [217].

5.2.2. Topical application
Generally, compared to systemic absorption, topical administration

can minimize systematically adverse such as hemolytic or allergy while
less prone to be degraded by enzymes. In fact, most of AMPs in the
clinical phase until now are prepared in topical applications, especially
for oral and skin disease indications. This route of administration in
many cases required the effective penetration of antimicrobial peptides
into the skin. As AMPs mostly consist of long sequences which limits its
large molecules to be absorbed, several strategies have been applied to
improve the bioavailability, for examples antimicrobial hydrogels
[218], lipid-based nanocarriers [219], poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid
(PLGA) nanoparticles [220] or gold/silver nanoparticles conjugation
[221–223]. In addition, the importance of delivery formulation can be
shown in protecting AMPs from degradation or maintaining AMPs ac-
tivity in such conditions as high salt concentration, low pH or dryness.
Furthermore, not only the penetration ability but also the released ki-
netic from topical formulation to the surrounding area need to be as-
sessed.

6. AMPs and other health care applications

6.1. AMPs in the development of medical devices

The medical devices are becoming a hall-mark in modern health
care systems with varieties of types such as implantable devices, arti-
ficial heart valves, catheters [224] (Table 1). Over the past century, the
more popular of this artificial aid is, the more risk is increased. Most of
those interacts with one or some opened wounds of human body that is
threaten by infection during treatment. Staphylococcus aureus and Sta-
phylococcus epidermidis are the most common causative microorganisms
that were found in biomaterial-associated infections (BAI) [225]. Those
bacteria strains are able to develop biofilms on the surface of devices,
and/or form tissue colonizations then possibly promote antimicrobial
resistance to dampen the efficacy of antibiotic treatment [226].

In the detail, bacteria tend to attach to the surface of medical de-
vices then proliferate and create an extracellular matrix containing
bacteria, bacterial exopolysaccharides, proteins, extracellular DNA, and
host proteins [227]. This complex matrix restrains antibiotic drugs from
interaction with bacteria and attenuate their activity to target pa-
thogen. In another approach, bacteria invade surrounding tissue and
form bacterial colonization which is known as small colony variants.
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Those small “outbreak” gives more troubles for antimicrobial com-
pounds [228]. Last but not least, along with the abuse of antimicrobials,
many strains were found to resistant with one or several drugs. Inter-
estingly, those bacteria are evolved frequently in the hospital en-
vironment where all of devices-based interventions are taken place
[229].

AMPs are expected to be candidates which can harmonize the im-
plant area by interact with pathogen membranes inducing depolariza-
tion, destabilization, and/or disruption of the bacterial plasma mem-
brane [230]. Furthermore, AMPs are also known to manipulate immune
system which indirectly eradicate pathogens [231] or escalate wound
healing [232], angiogenesis process [233]. By using AMPs, the medical
devices are expected to be protected via three different mechanisms
[234]. Firstly, the surface of devices is modifying by charge, hydro-
philicity using hydrophilic polymers or conjugate with polymer chains
to form antifouling surfaces [234,235]. In addition, AMPs are decorated
on surfaces of medical devices to kill bacteria directly [235]. However,
this approach may be limited because those AMPs can only inhibit re-
plication of nearby bacteria and leave tissue-related issue unsolved.
This drawback could be addressed by release systems by which the
amount of antimicrobials is maintained and delivered to surrounding
area at sufficient concentration to clean up any residual bacteria [236].

6.2. AMPs as new cosmetic ingredients

AMPs as an essential part in maintaining a healthy skin hold pro-
mising potential in the development of new cosmetics. Some beneficial
features of AMPs for cosmetic application include (i) clearance of skin
pathogens through direct killing action and indirect immune mod-
ulatory, which is important for many skin problems, for examples, acne
management due to inhibition of Propionibacterium acnes and in-
flammation control; (ii) wound healing promotion through multiple
means covering cell proliferation, cell migration, angiogenesis, etc.
[54,244–246]; (iii) anti-fibrogenic effect [247–249], interestingly,
some reports suggested that AMPs can suppress the excessive collagen
synthesis following injury, thus indicated the excellent benefit for re-
covering wound without scarring [68]; (iv) oxidative stress manage-
ment [250,251]. Among those desirable characteristics, the most fre-
quent is the improvement of tissue repair, followed by cell proliferation
and migration, angiogenesis, anti-inflammation and other character-
istics [4]. Recently, novel AMPs with multiples interested properties for
cosmetic application can be mentioned as LL-37, temporin-1TL, Escu-
lentin-1a, Psoriasin (S100a7), LLKKK18, SR-0397 [4]. However, though
possessing various advantages, application of AMPs in cosmetic in-
dustry is still rare, which mainly because of high production cost, low
stability and poor understanding in mechanism of action.

7. Conclusions and future perspectives

Infection and cancer remain to be great challenges of human being.

The race to an effective therapy is limited by the quick alternation of
viruses, bacterium and cancer cells resulting in drug resistance. In this
review, we summarized the knowledge about AMPs serving as the base
for modification toward better efficacy in treatment.

The potential of AMPs in regulating immune system is expanding.
Playing a key role in natural evolution, AMPs might be an important
breakthrough in which AMPs are acting for direct therapies or indirect
via immune-modulation. For example, a cathelicidin antimicrobial
peptide D-CATH2–2 has been proven to modulate the immune systems
and therefore partially support to the protection of newborn chickens
later against E. coli infection challenge without any sign of harmful
strong inflammatory response [252]. Thus, AMPs should be in call for a
new paradigm of infection and cancer treatment and prevention, ex-
ploiting immune system.

Until now various chemical adjustment has been introduced to
make AMPs shorter and promote its biological activities and stability,
mostly. Besides, the mentioned delivery systems, on one hand, help to
protect AMPs from hazardous environment, on the other hand, elevate
the activity of them. In fact, though some synthetic peptides showed
relatively stable and potent in several proposed conditions such as
trypsin digestion or presence of salt and human serum [161,253,254], it
should be noted that there are still various proteases and other com-
ponents (salt, DNA, pH, mucins, etc.) in body fluids that can effect on
the stability and activity of peptides. Of note, many AMPs displayed
promising in vitro, however unable to show activity in vivo
[73,255,256]. Therefore, the ability of AMPs that maintain its specifi-
city as well as antimicrobial potential in real conditions critical point or
the success of peptides.

Since conventional antibiotics are not only suffering from the threat
of antimicrobial resistant but also being reported to cause long-lasting
side effects such as multisystem toxicity syndromes by quinolone and
fluoroquinolone antibiotics [96,97,257,258], AMPs were one of the
most promising candidates for development of new alternative therapy.
Some studies has reported the potential of antimicrobial peptides in
combination with others antimicrobial peptides or conventional
therapy [259]. Such a synergistic combination can help to increase the
potency while reduce the therapeutic dose, side effects and the threats
of drug resistance. In term of safety, many studies in vivo suggested
almost no toxicity in laboratory mice at the low levels of AMPs. This
combination approach, could avoid the usage of high AMP levels that
may cause side effects such as hemolysis, inflammation with un-
controlled immune cell recruitment or unintentionally binding.

However, many challenges have been preventing the clinical ap-
plication of AMPs, such as poor “absorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion”, bulky size, sensitive to the ambient conditions.
Consequently, many AMPs were failed or denied approval in Phase III
clinical trials, such as Pexiganan (MSI-78) for treatment of impetigo and
diabetic foot ulcers, Iseganan (IB-367) for mouth rinse to prevent in-
fection in patient receiving chemotherapy, Locilex (22-amino acid
magainin) for diabetic foot ulcers, Omiganan for catheter infection.

Table 1
Applications of antimicrobial peptides on medical devices development.

AMPs Surface/Devices Antimicrobial activity Ref.

Esc(1–21) Contact lens Disrupt the bacterial biofilm
Reduce the number of bacterial cells within 20 min and bacterial adhesion to the CL surface (77%–97%
reduction) in 24 h

[237]

RRWRIVVIRVRRC Catheter The antimicrobial peptide coating prevented both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial adhesion by
up to 99.9% and inhibited planktonic bacterial growth by up to 70%.
In vivo, the peptide coating was tested in a mouse urinary catheter infection model.

[238]

Indolicidin Gold nanoparticles Prevent Candida albicans to form biofilms and impairs preformed mature biofilms [239]
GL13K TiO2 nanotubes Kill both F. nucleatum and P. gingivalis [240]
FK-16 Titanium surface Anti-adhesion and biofilm inhibition capabilities against both S. aureus and E. coli. [241]
OP-145 Polymer-Lipid Encapsulation MatriX Effective in killing S. aureus and inhibiting biofilm [242]
KYE28 Poly(ethyl acrylate-co-methacrylic

acid) microgels
Anti-inflammatory effects on human monocytes
Potent antifouling properties

[243]
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Several failures in the past have not discouraged efforts to put this
product line into practical use. In contract, more and more AMPs are
being tested with expanding list of potential applications for both
human and animals [260–263]. Therefore, it is very important to de-
velop chemical modifications, bioengineering strategies and combina-
tion approaches which are strongly needed to improve the pharma-
ceutical properties of potential AMPs.

Overall, we believe with new advances in finding solutions that
improve AMPs design as well as peptide production technologies, AMPs
will provide a strong impact to the medical practices.
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